Commanders' Predictive Environment (CPE) is a multiyear program that has been undertaken by the Air Force Research Laboratory to develop ways to allow commanders to better anticipate and predict the outcomes of actions of both allied and opponent forces. One objective of this program is to use intuitive and innovative visualization techniques to present known and alternative courses of action within the command center. One such technique currently under development is termed knowledge glyphs. This paper explains and defines knowledge glyphs and presents initial examples of their use. The current model for knowledge glyphs was developed with the objectives that it be internally coherent, referentially comprehensive, and explicitly linked to the visual interface elements that are most critical to commanders when selecting courses of action.
INTRODUCTION
In the command and control environment, the commander -as ultimate decision maker -will be effective to the extent he or she obtains situation awareness on (a) the current state of the battlespace, (b) prospective courses of action (COA), and (c) the reliability of the information and presumptions supporting the first two items. Currently, decision rationale is typically generated in the form of static presentations (e.g., PowerPoint slides) for the commander's review. Generating these presentations takes significant time -time during which the information they portray may become obsolescent and the most recent intelligence information is lost. The COA options that the commander sees are the options that the intelligence support staff foresaw. The commander needs more direct, dynamic and timely access to information about the battlespace, as well as a means for testing and revising COA parameters in the course of devising a final decision. These information needs require capabilities for richer battlespace visualizations integrated with direct simulation options for the richer visualization elements of those visualizations.
Research jointly undertaken by the Air Force Research Laboratory's (AFRL) Human Effectiveness (HE) and Information (IF) Directorates under the Commanders' Predictive Environment (CPE) program is pursuing such capabilities.
There are two major components involved in the presentation of simulated courses of action: the simulations underlying richer battlespace visualization and innovative interface capabilities for controlling such simulations and assessing their results. The former is the focus of the research being conducted by AFRL/IF and will not be presented in this paper. Rather, we have focused on assisting the human user of the simulation in understanding the implications of both the process and the results of the simulation. This paper is, therefore, focused on visualizations involved in the presentation of simulated information; in particular, we are focused on one dimension of that presentation, the use of symbology. We will define, describe, and exemplify a new category of symbology for the presentation of dynamic information that we refer to as knowledge glyphs.
The notion of a knowledge glyph derives from an understanding of current visualization tools' shortcomings and a desire to create a more sophisticated class of visualization elements. The main thrust of our 2005 work focused on establishing a framework for defining basic constructs and interrelating them with conventional interface or visualization concepts. Currently, we are involved in the design of specific knowledge glyphs to aid in commanders' abilities to anticipate battlespace information. In the following sections, we shall review the issues motivating this work and the results of our most recent efforts and provide examples illustrating how this new class of visual element may be used within a simulation environment.
variants on the present state and / or projections based on the present state. For such simulation augmentation to be effectively integrated into next-generation battlespace visualization tools, visualization technologies must accommodate the outboard simulation capabilities. Such accommodation will have to be provided with respect to both (a) triggering simulation support from a given state of a C2 display and (b) coherently portraying the results of said simulation on the same display. In this way, the commander can employ a single battlespace visualization more efficiently (as a user) and more effectively (as a decision maker).
The starting point for our current research was therefore the extent to which current standardized C2 display technologies could support these more sophisticated ends. The US Department of Defense (DoD) has established a standard for symbology to be used in portraying a battlespace. This standard, MIL STD 2525, was deployed in its 'B' revision in 1999 and specifies a structured set of symbology elements which -singly or in integrated combination -provide a basis for illustrating, for example: st Century. The chessboard depicts the configuration of a set of elements (pieces) as well as the location of each discrete element. Absent any other information, the chessboard is a static picture of where the pieces are, and nothing more. If one projects upon the chessboard the allowable next moves for each piece, one obtains a static picture of the entire set of next states in the game. If one writes upon each piece data about its basic identity and general capabilities, the set of elements is augmented so as to be self-descriptive upon examination. Figuratively speaking, this metaphor is equivalent to the maximum information one can presume to obtain from a MIL STD 2525 -enabled map.
Although a chessboard may have been a reasonable metaphor for a battlefield in a time of highly-stylized warfare conducted with limited weaponry, it is not a very effective metaphor for modern warfare. The parallelism and complexity of battlespace events are completely different from the linearly stepwise moves of a chess game. Multiple 'pieces' may be moving in unexpected and novel ways -either individually or in concert. Battlespace elements (e.g., vehicles) can shift capabilities from one 'move' to the next. One must always second guess the represented state of the battlespace, because the adversary is capable of masking assets. One must always bear in mind that one or another 'chess piece' may not be there, or may not be what one thinks it is. Moreover, one must also second guess the state of one's own local chessboard, because there is always the possibility that there were errors in assembling the current representation. Finally, states must be considered far in excess of one move ahead in order for effective planning to occur.
All these factors are important in comprehending the adversary's intentions and plans, yet none of these factors are capable of adequate portrayal on our metaphorical chessboard, meaning none of them are capable of adequate portrayal on the equivalent battle map -even with MIL STD 2525 enhancements. Additional symbolic refinements are required to accommodate:
• Uncertainty with regard to the current state of the battlespace.
• Uncertainty with regard to the current state of the battlespace representation itself.
• Uncertainty with regard to the probable future states of the battlespace.
• Richer representation of element dynamics.
• Richer representation of element characteristics.
Generally stated, these factors have provided the motivation for pursuing improved battlespace situation awareness through advanced visualizations and underlie our interest in the development of knowledge glyphs.
In a conventional windowing environment, discrete entities are likely to be graphically portrayed as icons -i.e., graphical units generated in 1-to-1 correspondence to the 'real world' entities they denote in the context of the representation. The features of these icon may be exploited to allow the user to identify what type of entity the icon designates, as is done through shape and other characteristics in MIL STD 2525. However, denoting the entity is often the extent of what an icon does for the user. On a geospatial map, a polyhedron conventionally associated with a tank does no more than indicate that "a tank is located at this set of spatial coordinates." This representation is informative about the tank being situated in the represented geospace, but it tells the user little about the tank itself. Is it active? Is it moving? Is it known to have been destroyed or disabled already? These and other relevant questions cannot be answered by a simple icon -unless, of course, the icon itself is 'loaded up' with additional features or characteristics indicative of such additional information. Therefore, another overriding theme motivating the knowledge glyphs research is a desire to enrich the visualizations provided commanders in the course of planning. In particular, such enrichment needs to be accomplished with respect to the visualization elements used to portray discrete entities within the battlespace representation.
Finally, there are multiple ways in which metainformation such as uncertainty, latency, and pedigree affect the command and control decision making process. Static representations are ill-suited to portray these types of meta-information in a command and control environment As a result, the ability to effectively portray uncertainty and other meta-information has provided motivation for AFRL research on knowledge glyphs.
KNOWLEDGE GLYPH DEVELOPMENT
Initially, the following conclusions were developed about the task of circumscribing the notion of knowledge glyphs:
• Whatever a 'glyph' may be, it needs to be defined in terms of being a visualization element associated with a given thing or 'entity'.
• The definition must account for the referential context underlying the visualization at hand as well as any additional contexts in which the entity is to be portrayed.
• A 'glyph' needs to be defined as something more than an 'icon.' • A 'knowledge glyph' must be able to serve as a 'micro-interface' and this function must fit into the otherwise structural definitional framework.
• We need to account for implicit distinctions among 'data', 'information', and 'knowledge' (for our purposes).
These conclusions set the basis for our work. Subsequently, the following points were enumerated as the basis for constructing a working definition of a knowledge glyph:
• A knowledge glyph is a specialized or qualified instance of a glyph.
• A glyph is a visualization element distinct from an 'icon'.
• A glyph is an enhanced version of an icon.
• A glyph can trivially serve as an icon.
• As such, all glyphs are 'iconic' , but icons are not necessarily 'glyphic'.
• A knowledge glyph is distinguished from a glyph by virtue of affording users additional leverage on the semantics of the entity being depicted.
• The semantic support afforded by a knowledge glyph lies in its ability to interrelate the denoted entity's projection or occurrence within multiple referential contexts.
In the remainder of this section, we elaborate upon these points and present the first-generation knowledge glyph definition.
Icons
Over the last 20 years we have become accustomed to the term 'icon' denoting a discrete graphical element presented on an interface display. An icon is not just any graphical unit, though some loose usage of the term might lead one to suspect that it can be. Instead, an icon is an icon by virtue of the fact that it denotes an entity of interest in the context of the visual presentation. This characterization of an icon as a form of abstract representation is actually relatively modern, having originated with the semiotic framework of the American philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce. The relevance with respect to Peirce's definition lies in the idea that an icon signifies or designates a single thing in and of itself, 'as is.' An icon does not qualify or describe the entity it signifies; it only denotes it, carrying little or nothing semantic. The implication of the icon lies not so much in the icon itself as in the referential context in which it is placed. For example, a small dot on a sheet of paper doesn't automatically denote a place where people live. That same dot on a 2-dimensional page of a road atlas can denote a settlement at a particular position in the geographical coordinate system being represented. The dot tells me nothing about the settlement itself. The dot at a particular position in the geo-referenced grid tells me the settlement is 'there'.
For the purposes of this definitional exercise, the term 'icon' is strictly circumscribed to mean no more than what Peirce originally intended. As such, an 'icon' is a display element that serves as no more than a datum within the presentation context. Phrased another way:
An icon is a presentational element which designates an object of reference and specifies its 'locus' in the presentation context.
Glyphs
There are few, if any, clear precedents upon which to base a characterization of a 'glyph' as a distinct class of interface elements. The term 'glyph' has been sporadically applied to a variety of IT-related innovations. However, few of these have to do with interface or visualization issues, and arguably none of these few align with the intent or thrust of the AFRL knowledge glyph research. Examples of such 'glyph' allusions include:
• 'Glyphs' providing programmers a toolkit of simple modular elements for building an interface's graphic structure (Calder and Linton 2003) .
• 'Glyphs' as components of a typographical set (Microsoft Typography Standards).
• 'DataGlyphs' as printed digital coding augmenting readable text on document hardcopy (Xerox PARC 2004 ).
• Pseudo-three-dimensional objects employed for rendering mathematical and other abstract data (e.g., Kindlmann 2004; Chuah and Eick 1998).
Of these examples, it is the last one which comes closest to matching the visualization subject matter at issue here. Even in that case, there is no close correspondence, because 'glyphs' are taken to be visualization data forms whose shape and / or size parameters are exploited to enrich their capacity for portraying complex information. As such, those applications are directed at more sophisticated iconography. For the purpose of knowledge glyph development, we have deployed another sense of 'glyph' suited to our research purposes. For these purposes, a glyph has been demarcated as an extension to an interface icon. As an icon, a glyph denotes a particular entity of interest. Unlike a basic icon, a glyph affords the user information about that entity above and beyond its presence and its coordinate position in the referential context the visualization represents. More precisely, the first-generation working definition of a glyph is as follows:
A glyph is an icon which additionally affords the user access to information about the denoted entity on its face. This information may be data concerning the denoted entity or data about available redirection to another presentational device where such additional information may be obtained.
Because the provision of additional information may take either or both of two forms (on the face of the glyph or outboard of the glyph itself), we introduce labeling for these two types of information presentations: intraglyphic and extraglyphic. Intraglyphic presentations are realized on or within the glyph artifact or adjacent to it within the glyph's referential / display context. Extraglyphic presentations are realized on or within a separate referential / display context, which may be implemented as an overlay or other coherent addendum projected onto or otherwise correlated with the glyph's referential / display context.
It is important to note that under this definition an icon capable of being manipulated to invoke outboard data displays qualifies as a glyph if and only if the icon includes some visible cue or mechanism for this extended data access. Lack of a visible cue or mechanism (button, hot spot, etc.) renders the invocation action a feature of the operating system or a subsuming software application -not a feature associated with the form of the visual element (icon) itself.
This visible cueing qualification is not as arbitrary as it may first seem. The point is to define a class of interface artifacts which are clearly distinct from simple icons. This distinction should be evident on the face of the interface artifact itself -even when viewed in isolation from the rest of the on-screen elements. This also relates to the fact that one of the characteristics cited above for knowledge glyphs is their capacity for serving as 'micro-interfaces'. Hidden or secret features are poor interface design practice, and the ascription of fault to such features pertains to 'micro interfaces' as well as to conventional ones.
MIL STD 2525 symbology may be considered a glyph with only intraglyphic information in that it contains information on its face about the entity being represented beyond that of its identity. In Fig. 1 , circular means that it represents a surface entity, red means hostile, etc. Extraglyphic information is not available on the face of the MIL STD symbology; as such, it does not address the 'micro-interface' portion of the definition.
Knowledge Glyphs
The final step in defining the knowledge glyph is to specify what qualifies a glyph as a knowledge glyph. For the purposes of the definition, the unique aspect of knowledge glyph has been framed with regard to the mode in which additional information on the denoted entity is afforded the user by virtue of its being a glyph. The provision of no more than descriptive textual data qualifies an icon to be a glyph. To qualify as a knowledge glyph, the visualization element has to be configured so as to provide a vantage on the denoted entity within a distinct referential context. As a result:
A knowledge glyph is a glyph affording its user the ability to access extraglyphic information in such a form that the extraglyphic presentation is anchored with respect to the same entity (or other discrete object of reference) denoted iconically by the originating glyph.
Under this definition, then, a knowledge glyph implements an intersection among two or more distinct referential contexts in such a manner as to treat the denoted entity as the point of juncture among them all as well as the focal point of reference in the extraglyphic ones. Figuratively speaking, each of the referential contexts is like a 'plane' overlaid on the fundamental coordinate matrix. Because a knowledge glyph depicts a single object or entity across multiple such 'planes,' it in effect affords a foundation for a 'multi-planar' visualization centered on a given object of reference. Figure 2 illustrates the definitional model for a knowledge glyph. A visual element operates as an icon if it does no more than occupy a meaningful position in the present referential context (e.g., a point on a geospatial grid such as a map). This visual element escalates to the status of a glyph if it affords the viewer additional data either intra-or extraglyphically. The visual element qualifies as a knowledge glyph if and only if it portrays the referenced entity's meaningful position in an alternate referential context (e.g., a timeline rather than a geospatial grid).
Illustrative Example
Let us illustrate the basic utility of a knowledge glyph with an example. Figure 3 illustrates a geospatial map upon which a variety of symbology is overlaid. For the sake of illustration, we shall focus on a single entity on the map -a symbol denoting an adversary armored vehicle. Let us say that we are using an extended version of MIL STD 2525 in which a gold 'cap' is appended to the upper margin of an icon for an entity flagged as mobile or moving. Providing such a 'micro-interface' capability escalates this symbolic device from a simple icon to a glyph. Now let us say that clicking this glyph's movement indicator triggers a simulation generating the given entity's 'probabilistic movement envelope' -i.e., the geographic area within which the vehicle is capable of relocation within a given period of time. The result of this invoked simulation is illustrated in Figure 4 . The shaded 'blob' now overlaid on the original entity depiction represents the probabilistic envelope within which the vehicle might be expected to move or have moved. This envelope is a valueadding projection derived from the entity on the original map, but what is being displayed is not a feature of that entity in its original context. In this case, the display has been augmented with visual information coordinated with the geospatial grid of the original map, but projected forward into time (and figuratively into the 'what-if'). 
Thomas-Meyers and Whitaker
This new visualization for the entity is portrayed at the same focal point on the display as the original static icon, providing a 'juncture' among multiple referential contexts. The overlay of the entity's probabilistic movement envelope is correlated with the originating position such that the still-visible original icon has significance as an element of both the basic or originating and the overlay representations. Similar such probabilistic representations might be employed to depict characteristics such as estimated ranges of effective fire, distribution of mass assets, and multiple others. 
DISCUSSION
During the past year and a half, we have undertaken both analytical and theoretical research to further the development of a classification schema for symbology to be employed in Command and Control applications. We have demanded of ourselves that a resultant model be internally coherent, referentially comprehensive, and explicitly linked to the visual interface elements that are not only the foci of our interest but also most relevant to the ability to enhance commanders' predictive capabilities. We have formally defined the intended schema as a hierarchical progression from icons to glyphs to knowledge glyphs.
Establishing this model for integrating and correlating diverse types of symbology in today's software visualizations provides a basis for a number of benefits. First, it affords a useful vocabulary to more critically examine and clearly frame interface visualization specifications as they relate to the target decision maker's focal subject matter. Second, it provides a coherent framework for classifying and evaluating a heretofore unstructured inventory of information visualization tactics. Third, the role of a knowledge glyph as a micro-interface or portal to additional information offers potential users the ability to 'query' or manipulate represented entities individually as they see fit. Fourth, the requirement that a knowledge glyph provide a juncture among multiple referential contexts within one presentational context affords the decision maker the ability to freely examine and explore available data and / or information using a single interface (as opposed to multiple interfaces for each of several 'spins' or 'vantages' on those data or information). Fifth, by virtue of allowing the decision maker to remain referentially and cognitively 'anchored' to a single interface, knowledge glyphs will contribute to more coherent and accurate situation awareness, reduced procedural overhead for information tasks, and reduced risks of confusion and error.
The intrinsic affordances of knowledge glyphs (as 'micro-interfaces') for invoking additional information on their associated battlespace objects provide a means for integrating simulation support into real-time interactions with C2 data. For this purpose, the metaphor of 'microinterface' applies in two directions; the glyph provides a manipulable control interface through which the decision maker may invoke additional information with respect to a selected entity and it provides an anchor for portraying that additional information at the same point of user visual focus at which such an invocation was made.
Our ongoing work is aimed at extending this theoretical foundation toward a new state of the art in visualization techniques and an analogous new state of the art in the usage of these techniques. This model is currently being evaluated in terms of its ability to constructively describe, organize, and explain distinctions among visualization elements. Additionally, a set of sample knowledge glyphs is being designed and constructed. Finally, an ongoing research program is investigating related issues such as the basic perceptual and cognitive mechanisms associated with the portrayal of entities across contexts and their implications for the design of knowledge glyphs for various applications.
